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EN I The fifth edi-
tion of the SUMMER 0F
PH0TOGRAPHY, which is

being faged by no fewer
than 3o partners, focuses
on women and on gender
issues. Among the many
exhibitions to be seen in
Brussels, "W0MAN. THE
FEMINIST AVANT-GARDE
0F THE t9705", the event's
key exhibition at Bozar,
turns the spotlight on z9
female artists - including
Cindy Sherman, Francesca
Woodman, and Birgit
Jürgenssen - who, on
both sides of the Atlantic,
completely changed the
ways in which women are-
depicted. EsrErrE sPoro

I
May '68 wave and the revival of feminist
demands, a whole generation of female
artists took to photography, video, and
performance - territory over which men
had not yet established hegemonic domi-
nation - in order to present their own
images ofwomanhood.
The "WOMAN. The Feminist Avant-
Garde of the 1970s" exhibition brings
together more than 400 disconcert-
ing, amusing, crude, poetic, and ironic
works that, almost 40 years later, have
lost none of their power and relevance.
"Some of these works are still provoca-
tive todaf" explains Gabriele Schor, the
exhibition's curator, who is the director of
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the Sammlung Ve¡bund, a Vienna-based
collection from which all the works on
show have come. "Before Brussels, we
presented the exhibition in Rome, at the
Galleria Nazionale dArte Moderna, but
there were some things we couldn't show.
One of the feminist slogans of the time
was 'The personal is political'. From that
perspective, and often using their own
bodies, these female artists tackled, for
the first time, subjects such as pregnancy,
maternity, sexuality, the canons ofbeauty,
rape, etc." '

What is the main difference between the
image of women as presented by men and
the image of women as presented by women
themselves?
GABRIELE SCHoR: Here, it is the \¡¡omen
themselves who decide to show their bod-
ies. You can feel that they have a different
sexuality, a different'vúay of expressing
themselves. There is also the fact that
they are not too concerned about beauty -
or that they have a different idea ofbeauty.
Beauty is not the most important thing
for them.

A large part of the exhibition is devoted
to Cindy Sherman, who is undoubtedly the
best-known of all these artist¡ - but with
works from early in her career.
SCHoR: The works in question are not
very well-known; they date from when
she was a student at the St¿rtc University
College in Buffalo, before the famous
series of "Untitled Film Stills". In her
self-portraits, she already adoptcd several
identities, using make-up irnd dressing
up. One of the artists who infìuenced her
was Hannah Wilke, by whonr wc present
a series in which she adopts poses char-
acteristic of Mary Magdalene and Jesus in
Christian iconography, graduirlly shifting
.from one to the other.
You are also showing quite a few works by
another American, Francesca Woodman.
SCHOR: She was an artist who produced
photographs over nine yeirls, frorn the
age of13 to the age of22, whcn she com-
mitted suicide. Lots of peoplc s¿ìy that you
can foresee her suicide fronr hcr photo-
graphs. But I think the rnost irììportant
thing is to look at her work, not taking the

@ George ånd BettyWoodman, New York / SAMMLUNG VERBUND, Viennr

end as your starting point, but starting at well as Renate Bertlmann, Valie Export,
the beginning and seeing how she staged and others. There was Ketty La Rocca in
her photographs in abandoned factories, Ital¡ Annegret Soltau in Germany'.- For
using objects and her own body. In her the most part, those artists didn't know
work, space is very important. each other, but they show a very similar
D¡d this female avant-garde movement approach. Most of them are not very well-
develop mainly in the United States? known internationally, but they did work
SGHOR: The movement began in New York that was very important at that time and
and Los Angeles, but exhibitions of femi- some of them are still working today' In
nist art took place in almost all the big terms of the history of art, it's good that
cities of Europe. In Austria, there was they are beginning to be discovered. @
Birgit Jürgenssen, who speaks of meta-
morphoses and of the female body with WoMAN¡ The Fem¡n¡st avant-Garde of the
irony and a certain kind ofsurrealism, as 1970s1816 ' 31/8, Bozar

I De vijfde editie van de Zomer van de Fotognfìe zoomt in op genderkwesties. De hoofdtentoonlelling bij

ar,W)MAN.Thefeministovont-gorde oJthelgT0s,steltscherp op het werkvan 29 vrouwelijke kunstenaaß
(Cindy Sherman, Francesca Woodman...) die de beeldvorming van de vrouw ingrijpend hebben gewijzigd.

FR I La cinquième édition de l'Été de la Photographie se focalise sur la femme et la question des genres. Parmi

les multiples expositions proposées, W0 MAN.The FeminiçAvant-Gorde ofthe 7970s met en avant 29 artistes

féminines - dont Cindy Sherman et Francesca Woodman - qui ont bouleversé la représentation de la femme.

SUMMER OF PHOTOGRAPHY o.1816 > 31/8, VERSCHILTENDE LOCATIES/DIVERS LIEUX./

VARIOUS LOCATIONS, lnfo Point: Bozar, rue Ravensteinstraat 23, Brussel/Bruxelles, 02-5O7 -BZ 00'
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